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We study the nonequilibrium dynamics of correlations in quantum lattice models in the presence of
long-range interactions decaying asymptotically as a power law. For exponents larger than the lattice
dimensionality, a Lieb-Robinson-type bound effectively restricts the spreading of correlations to a causal
region, but allows supersonic propagation. We show that this decay is not only sufficient but also necessary.
Using tools of quantum metrology, for any exponents smaller than the lattice dimension, we construct
Hamiltonians giving rise to quantum channels with capacities not restricted to a causal region. An
analytical analysis of long-range Ising models illustrates the disappearance of the causal region and
the creation of correlations becoming distance independent. Numerical results obtained using matrix
product state methods for the XXZ spin chain reveal the presence of a sound cone for large exponents
and supersonic propagation for small ones. In all models we analyzed, the fast spreading of correlations
follows a power law, but not the exponential increase of the long-range Lieb-Robinson bound.
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Owing to the ground-breaking progress in the control of
ultracold atoms and ions, as well as in the creation of ultra-
cold polar molecules, a number of proposals and experi-
mental realizations of quantum computers and quantum
simulators for strongly correlated, and in particular spin,
systems have been reported in recent years [1–3]. In several
theoretical proposals, the constituents effectively interact
via long-range forces, be it in the form of dipolar inter-
actions [4], or phonon-mediated effective interactions in
ion crystals [5]. This is different from traditional condensed
matter systems where the long-range character of the under-
lying Coulomb interactions is suppressed by screening so
that only on-site, nearest or next-to-nearest neighbor inter-
actions need to be taken into account. Due to their relevance
in the context of quantum simulation of many-body sys-
tems by ultracold gases and trapped ions, long-range inter-
actions have recently become the focus of research [4,6].
Of particular interest are those instances where the
presence of long-range interactions leads to phenomena
that differ drastically from their short-range counterparts.
Prime examples are the breakdown of the Mermin-
Wagner theorem [7], or nonequivalent equilibrium statisti-
cal ensembles and negative response functions [6,8], or a
nonballistic spread of correlations [9] and entanglement
[10]. Out of equilibrium, the presence of long-range inter-
actions has been linked to the occurrence of time scales that
diverge with system size, implying that equilibrium proper-
ties are then effectively unobservable [6].
In this work we discuss a particularly striking feature of
nonrelativistic quantum lattice systems with long-range
interactions: not only the absence of a group velocity, but
the complete disappearance of a causal region. In a nonre-
lativistic theory it may be not much of a surprise that, in the
absence of a finite maximum speed, a local change in some
part of a spatially extended system can take immediate effect
in distant parts. However, at any given time t after the initial
perturbation, this effect turns out to be extremely small in the
exterior of an effective sound cone, at least for lattice systems
with finite-range interactions and finite-dimensional con-
stituents. This effect goes under the name of quasilocality
and is the content of the Lieb-Robinson theorem, affirming
that observables evolving in the Heisenberg picture satisfy
∥½OAðtÞ; OBð0Þ∥
≤ C∥OA∥∥OB∥minðjAj; jBjÞe½vjtj−dðA;BÞ=ξ (1)
for spin systems on arbitrary lattices (regular graphs) inter-
acting through finite-range or exponentially decaying poten-
tials [11,12], for C, v, ξ > 0. Here, A, B ⊂ Λ are
nonoverlapping regions of the lattice Λ, and OAð0Þ and
OBð0Þ are supported only on the subspaces of the Hilbert
space corresponding to A and B, respectively. dðA; BÞ
denotes the graph-theoretic distance between A and B
[13]. The physical relevance of (1) lies in the fact that it
implies an upper bound on the speed at which information,
equal-time correlations [14], or entanglement [15] propagate.
All these quantities are negligibly small outside
the effective causal cone that is determined by those
values of t and dðA; BÞ for which the exponential
in (1) is larger than some ϵ > 0, which happens for
vjtj > dðA;BÞ þ ξ ln ϵ. The time scale of information
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propagation also sets an important time scale in equilibration
and thermalization in quantum many-body systems out of
equilibrium [16].
Lieb-Robinson bounds for long-range interactions.—
Long-range interactions have a drastic effect on the spread-
ing of correlations. The general form of long-range
Hamiltonians is HΛ ¼
P
X⊂Λ hX, where hX are local
Hamiltonian terms of compact support X, assumed to satisfy
X
X∋x;y
∥hX∥ ≤ λ0½1þ dðx; yÞ−α; (2)
where α > 0 is the exponent bounding the decay of the in-
teraction strength at large distances, like in the examples
(8,16), and (17) further below. For exponents α larger than
the graph theoretical dimension D of the lattice (coinciding
with the standard dimension in case of a cubic lattice), Lieb-
Robinson-type bounds have been proved [12] to be of the
form
∥½OAðtÞ; OBð0Þ∥ ≤ C∥OA∥∥OB∥
minðjAj; jBjÞðevjtj − 1Þ
ðdðA;BÞ þ 1Þα :
(3)
Analogous to the short-range case, this expression limits the
way information can propagate in a quantum lattice system,
and we obtain an effective causal region by determining
those values of t and δ for which the fraction on the
right-hand side of (3) is larger than ϵ > 0. This condition








resulting in an effective causal region that is growing loga-
rithmically for large distances. In contrast to the short-range
case, spreading of correlations (or entanglement, or informa-
tion) is not confined to the interior of a linear sound cone, an
effect we refer to as “supersonic” propagation. The above
discussion of a supersonic causal region is based on the
bound (3), proved only for α > D.
In this work we show that an exponent α of this magni-
tude is not only sufficient, but also necessary, for having a
causal region. For long-range models on arbitrary lattices,
with interactions decaying asymptotically like 1=δα as a
function of the distance δ, we construct, for every
α ≤ D, models and entangled initial states such that no
causal region exists. We do so by combining methods of
many-body theory with those of quantum information
and quantum metrology. We also give evidence that, for
product initial conditions, a causal region can be identified
for α > D=2. We provide an analytical analysis of the
causal region of the long-range Ising model, as it is relevant
for ion-trap systems. Using matrix product state-based
methods we further corroborate these findings by an analy-
sis of correlations in long-ranged XXZ chains, which, in
contrast to the Ising model, possess strong quantum
fluctuations and hence support the validity of our findings
for a wider range of situations.
Nonequilibrium systems as quantum channels.—
Information propagation can most naturally be captured
by capacities of quantum channels, reflecting time evolu-
tion. The most appropriate concept here is the classical
information capacity. At t ¼ 0, the system is prepared in
the state ρ. The coding amounts to either implementing
a quantum channel
ρ↦TtðρÞ≔ trΛ∖Bðe−itHUAρU†AeitHÞ; (5)
for t ≥ 0, where UA is nontrivially supported on A only, or
ρ↦NtðρÞ≔ trΛ∖Bðe−itHρeitHÞ; (6)
merely reflecting free time evolution. Then one performs a
measurement associated with a positive-operator valued
measure πB supported on B only, with 0 ≤ πB ≤ 1. The
classical information capacity Ct can, in the setting consid-
ered here, be bounded from below by the probability of
detecting a signal at time t > 0, so
Ct ≥ pt≔ jtrðTtðρÞπBÞ − trðNtðρÞπBÞj: (7)
This channel capacityCt captures the rate at which classical
bits of information can be reliably transmitted from A to B,
by either performing a local unitary UA at t ¼ 0 or not, and
detecting the signal in B at a later time.
Lower bounds on information propagation from product
states.—We consider a family of lattices Λ of arbitrary
dimension D with open boundary conditions. For our pur-
poses, we are free to consider any Hamiltonian that is com-








½1þ dðo; jÞα ð1 − σ
z
jÞ; (8)
resembling an Ising interaction, where o ∈ Λ. Here, σz is
the z component of the Pauli spin operator supported on site
j. We assume A ¼ fog, so that jAj ¼ 1 and take B≔fj ∈
Λ∶dðo; jÞ ≥ δg for some δ ∈ N. As initial state, we choose
ρ¼j0ih0j⊗jΛ∖Bj⊗ jþihþj⊗jBj with jþi ¼ ðj0i þ j1iÞ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p ,
and the first tensor factor corresponds to the complement
Λ∖B of B on the lattice. We choose πB ¼ jþihþj⊗jBj and
UA ¼ j1ih0j. In these terms,











For times t such that 2t ≤ ð1þ δÞα, we obtain (for details,
see Supplemental Material [17])














We denote with OΛ;l the number of sites j in the lattice Λ
for which dðo; jÞ ¼ l. By definitionOΛ;l ¼ ΘðlD−1Þ, which
means it is up to constants linearly upper and lower
bounded by lD−1 [18]. Expressing the sum in (10) in terms
of this quantity, one finds
X
j∈B








l¼δ ð1þ lÞD−1−2α < ∞, which is when
α > D=2. Hence, for α < D=2 and for the product initial
states considered, for any constant c ∈ ½0; 1 and suffi-
ciently small times t > 0, for a sufficiently large jBj
(and lattice), one can detect a signal Ct > c. Signal propa-
gation is therefore not restricted to any causal region, as
reliable information can be transmitted arbitrarily fast,
beyond any finite speed of information propagation.
Counterexamples of conelike propagation are also known
from lattice systems with nearest-neighbor interactions and
infinite-dimensional constituents [19].
Information spread for multiparticle entangled states.—
The bound can yet be beaten by resorting to ideas of met-
rology and methods of multiparticle entanglement: We will
show that, precisely for D ≥ α, the causal region generally
disappears. The steps used here are borrowed from quan-
tum phase estimation. We start with the initial state
ρ ¼ j0ih0jjΛj−jBj ⊗ jψihψ j, with





That is, the subset B ⊂ Λ of the lattice is prepared in a multi-
partite entangled Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger state—of the
kind used in error-free phase estimation and metrology [20].
When the system is prepared in this state, but otherwise in
the same situation as considered before, one finds











Again expressed in terms of the number of lattice sites at a
given distance,











Since 1 − ½1þ cosðxÞ=2 ¼ x2=4þOðx3Þ, we need




Exploiting the asymptotic behavior of the Hurwitz zeta func-
tion (fordetails, see theSupplementalMaterial [17]),one finds
fðδÞ2 ¼ Θðδ2ðD−αÞÞ: (15)
This expression defines the asymptotic shape of the causal
region for this model. Applied to α > D, Eq. (15) gives rise
to a bent causal region and allows for faster than linear propa-
gationofinformation,butslower thaninprinciplepermittedby
Eq. (4).Remarkably, theuseofentangled input states alters the
thresholdoftheexponentα fromD=2 totheoptimalvalueofD:
On arbitrary lattices, and precisely for α > D, the Lieb-
Robinson bound (3) sets in and defines a causal region. For
α ≤ D, in contrast, models can be identified that exhibit no
causal region at all. This observation does not mean that the
Hamiltonian is unphysical—it only implies that, for algebrai-
callydecayinginteractions, thefamiliarpictureoftheexistence
of causal regions can be drastically altered. These results also
generalizeandcomplete findingsofRef. [9] (where, forD ¼ 1
and α < 1, also instances of instantaneous transmission of
information have been observed) and complement recent
insights into thegrowthof themutual informationandbipartite
entanglement following quenches [10].
Long-range quantum Ising model.—Having established
that suitably constructed Hamiltonians can indeed give rise
to supersonic propagation and a power-law-shaped causal
region, we show that such behavior also occurs in the long-
range versions of two popular spin models. Moreover, we
investigate in this context how correlations spread for expo-
nents α ≤ D where the bound (3) is not valid.
The first model we consider is a long-range interacting









where Ji;j ∈ R denotes the coupling strength in terms of the
distance between the lattice sites i and j. Despite the fact
that all terms in the Hamiltonian (16) commute, rich
dynamics and genuine quantum effects have been reported
to occur [4,6,21,22]. In Ref. [22], analytic formulas for the
time evolution of spin-spin correlation functions have been
derived for arbitrary lattices, boundary conditions, and cou-
plings, and for a large class of product initial states
(Eqs. (5a)–(5d) in [22]). We evaluated these formulas for
a chain of spins (D ¼ 1) with interactions Ji;j ¼
Jdði; jÞ−α. The spreading of correlations is investigated
by plotting, in Fig. 1, the density contours of the connected
correlator hσxoσxδic ¼ hσxoσxδi − hσxoihσxδi in the (δ, t) plane.
For α ¼ 1=4 (left panel of Fig. 1) correlations increase
in an essentially distance-independent way. A finite-size
scaling analysis (see Supplemental Material [17]) confirms
that the propagation front indeed becomes flat (δ indepen-
dent) for 0 ≤ α < D=2, and hence no effective causal
region is present. This is consistent with the fact that,
for these values of α, the Hamiltonian (16) does not meet
the conditions required for the proof of the long-range
Lieb-Robinson bound (3). For α ¼ 3=4 (central panel of
Fig. 1) the spreading of correlations shows a distance
dependence that is consistent with a power-law-shaped
causal region; plots for other D=2 < α < D are similar.
These findings nicely match our results on the channel
capacity of (8), namely that, for product initial states, an




effective causal region is present already for α > D=2, and
not only for α > D as in the more general case of entangled
initial states. For α ¼ 3=2 (right panel of Fig. 1) correla-
tions initially seem to spread linearly, but not further than
a few tens of lattice sites; plots for other α > D are similar.
The breakdown of the initial linear spread in Fig. 1 (right) is
presumably a peculiarity of the long-range Ising model and
may be explained by the fact that quasiparticles in a spin-
wave approximation are dispersionless for the Hamiltonian
(16) [9].
Numerical results on the long-range XXZ spin chain.—
To investigate how the observations of the preceding sec-
tion are affected by the presence of dispersion, we augment
the Ising Hamiltonian (16) with a noncommuting term. We
do this by adding interactions in the transverse direction,









ðσþi σ−j þσ−i σþj ÞþJzσziσzj

: (17)
For short-ranged interactions, this is a standard model for
the investigation of quantum magnetism. Here, we choose
J⊥ ¼ 2 and Jz ¼ 1, so that we are dealing with strong
quantum fluctuations. In Fig. 2 we show numerical results
for the time evolution under the Hamiltonian (17) with
α ¼ 3=4, 3=2, and 3, starting from the staggered initial state
vector jψ0i ¼ j1; 0; 1; 0;…; 1; 0i (reminding us of the sit-
uation of Ref. [2]). For details of the time-dependent den-
sity matrix renormalization group calculations, see the
Supplemental Material [17]. The plots show results for
the equal-time connected correlation functions hσzoσzδic ¼
hσzoσzδi − hσzoihσzδi, and similar plots for the correlator
hσþo σ−δ i are provided in the Supplemental Material [17].
For α ¼ 3=4 and 3=2 (left and middle column in Fig. 2)
we observe, similarly to the Ising case, a faster-than-linear
creation of correlations that appears consistent with a
power-law-shaped causal region, and even the correspond-
ing timescale is comparable for both models. For α ¼ 3
(right column in Fig. 2) the spreading of correlations is pre-
dominantly linear in the (δ, t)-plane. Zooming in (bottom
panels of Fig. 2) reveals that in this case information appears
to leak into the region outside of the cone. This is interesting
and hints at the possible coexistence of supersonic
propagation and a sound cone. However, the signal is very
small and could be affected by numerical errors (see the
Supplemental Material [17]), so that we leave this issue
to future investigations. Numerical results for α ¼ 1=4
(not shown here) look qualitatively similar to those for
α ¼ 3=4, although the propagation is faster. The accessible
chain lengths are too short to distinguish distance-dependent
propagation (expected for α > D=2) from distance-indepen-
dent propagation (expected for α < D=2), and a finite-size
scaling analysis of several longer chains would be required.
Conclusions.—In this work we have addressed how
long-range interactions in quantum lattice models affect
the spreading of correlations, entanglement, and quantum
information. For interactions decaying asymptotically as
1=δα with exponents α > D, a causal region can be iden-
tified. This causal region is not necessarily cone-shaped,
but propagation can be faster than linear. For all models
studied we found a power-law shaped causal region; i.e.,
effects exceed some small ϵ > 0 for vjtj > ϵδq with
v; q > 0. In contrast, for any α ≤ D, we constructed models
and entangled initial states such that the spreading of cor-
relations is not restricted to any causal region. In fact, in a
physical realization of such a situation, one would eventu-
ally be constrained by relativistic causality, but this happens
only on time and length scales very different from those
usually probed in condensed matter or cold atomic realiza-
tions of quantum lattice models. Studying the same models,
but starting from product initial states, we find a causal
region for all α > D=2. The findings are corroborated by
analytical results on long-range Ising models and numerical
results on long-range XXZ models from density matrix




















FIG. 1 (color online). Density contour plots of the connected
correlator hσxoσxδic in the (δ, t) plane for long-range Ising chains
with jΛj ¼ 1001 sites and three different values of α. Dark colors
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FIG. 2 (color online). Top row: Density plots of the correlator
hσzoσzδic in the (δ, t) plane. The results are for long-range XXZ
chains with jΛj ¼ 40 sites and exponents α ¼ 3=4, 3=2, and 3
(from left to right). The left and center plots reveal supersonic
spreading of correlations, not bounded by any linear cone, whereas
such a cone appears in the right plot for α ¼ 3. Bottom row: As
above, but showing contour plots of ln hσzoσzδic in the (ln δ, ln t)
plane. For better visualization, odd or even effects caused by the
staggered initial state have been eliminated (see Supplemental
Material [17] for details). All plots in the bottom row are consistent
with a power-law-shaped causal region for larger distances δ.




renormalization group calculations, both for product initial
states. Based on the evidence given, one may conjecture
whether generally, for any α > D=2 and product initial
states, a causal region exists.
The findings presented here suggest that the nonequili-
brium dynamics of quantum many-body systems with
long-range interactions possesses exciting and peculiar fea-
tures which we expect to be observable in ion-trap quantum
simulators [3]. Yet some interesting questions remain open:
e.g., while the power-law-shaped causal regions we found
are not inconsistent with the long-range Lieb-Robinson
bound (3), the actual propagation is much slower than what
is permitted by the bound. It would be desirable to either find
interacting models with finite-dimensional constituents that
give rise to a causal region which widens exponentially or to
prove that such models do not exist. It is our hope that the
present work will stimulate further studies on this topic.
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